
6+ F year 7F/8F (10) 

 Expansion (Growing $)

10X or 100%+ growth
(fewer paths /unknown/)
(easier + more risky) 

 let go of the knowing HOW

CONTROL CHOICES 

CONTROL CONTRIBUTION

FOCUS ON WHAT IS

COMMITMENTS/DISCIPLINES
(HABITS)

FOCUS: FUTURE STATE
(what is coming to me) 

Focused on Contribution 

  HIGH/ SUCCESSFUL MY NUMBER

Compare where you are now in terms of BELIEF (evidence) compared to the 7 Figure
Mindset. The HIgh/Successful is a 10. You may be a 7 or 6. The Gap reveals the area of
BELIEF to focus on. 10 - Your Number = GAP. 

Email this to support@drshannonirvine.com

Name:                                                                        Phone Number:

  7 FIGURE ACCELERATION DASHBOARD

Under 5 Figure Year

Survival (limited $)   

2X or 10% growth (dan kennedy) 
(millions of paths/known/ overwhelm)
(HARDER - KEEP WORKING MORE)

overwhelm, overthinking - endless
running negative possibilities 

CONTROL OUTCOMES

CONTROL RESULTS 

FOCUS; what is NOT working

FOCUS: FEELINGS

FOCUS: Current state (what i can see)

Focused on Self (needs)

LOW/SLOW GAP



Comfortable in the Unknown

Working from Future identity

DOING LESS 

Contribution exponential

Money is abundant and easy
to make

I have to go now - time is of
the essence

I will get ready as I go

I can learn as I grow

Success doesn't change me

Failure is part of success and
learning 

Success is to help others

The more i make the more i
impact 

Success is inevitable (and tied
to belief) 

  HIGH/ SUCCESSFUL MY NUMBER

Fight to stay in the “KNOWN

Who i should be to get

DOING MORE 

CONTRIBUTION restricted  
(family, health, financially,
generocity, impact)  

Money is hard to make 

I am not ready 

I need to be ready 1st 

I Don't know enough yet

Success makes me bad/good

Failure means i am not good
enough

I don't deserve success

Money is evil 

I have to work HARD to earn
success

LOW/SLOW GAP


